Crisis and sustainability post-COVID-19
CIVIS short-term course (CIVIS schools - CIVIS intensive prog days/week)

The module aims to present the consequences and changes taking place in European countries before, during and after the Covid-19 crisis: in the light of these evidences it will be possible to imagine future scenarios of public policies to face the consequences of the crisis also for business and finance. Past demographic trends will be the basis for analyzing the effect of the COVID-19 pandemic on mortality, birth rates and migration.

20-26 February 2022

Application/registration deadline
December 01, 2021

All application material and submission should be sent to e-mail: civis.crisis2022@gmail.com

Students from our member universities should send their CV and a cover letter indicating their motivation to attend the Student Week in Crisis and sustainability 2022

Specific field of studies:
Social Science and Humanities
Business and management

Language level required to take this course
B1 Language level required to take this course

This Course offered 5 etcs academic credits
The lessons will take place in the presence at the Saperi & Co. Sapienza University of Rome laboratory (If there are any problems, the lessons are remotely insured)